
 

 

NOTE:  SOME APPLICATIONS MAY TRY TO WRITE TO THE CD-ROM.    YOU MAY BE REQUIRED TO COPY 
THEM TO YOUR HARD DISK, BEFORE USING.
FOR A LIST OF INSTRUCTION TOPICS, PULL DOWN THE "CONTENTS" MENU.   
TECHNICAL SUPPORT -  CALL 619 931.8111, EXT. 515,  MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY FROM 8:30 AM TO 
4:00 PM, PACIFIC TIME. 
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            INSTALLING TRUETYPE FONTS

Installation of a TrueType font with System 7 is simple.   Drag the TrueType suitcase to your 
System Folder and drop it in.   That's it!  You may load your application to start using the new font. 

You may also double-click  the suitcase before installing to see a preview of the new font.  

NOTE: IF YOU ARE USING SYSTEM 6 YOU WILL NEED TO ACQUIRE THE TRUETYPE 
EXTENSION FROM APPLE.

 
            INSTALLING TYPE 1 FONTS
        
           System 7 users, copy the Type 1 icons to your System Folder. 
           System 7 will place all the files in the correct folders. 

System 6 users will need to copy the printer icon to the System Folder.  To install the suitcase will 
require Font/DA Mover to copy the screen fonts to your System file.
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           SYSTEM EXTENSIONS, CONTROL PANEL DEVICES, APPLE MENU ITEMS

To use these with either System 6 or 7, copy the System Extension, CDEV, or Apple Menu 
Items (Desk Accessory)  to your System Folder and reboot.  

CDEV's (CONTROL PANEL DEVICES) can be accessed by using the     
     Apple Menu and selecting the CONTROL PANEL option.  This will bring up a list of your 
currently installed CDEV's.  Locate the CDEV you copied to your System Folder and double-click  
it.  

EXTENSIONS work a bit differently.  When you restart your Mac, they stay resident in memory 
to perform a certain function.   To obtain instructions on a particular Extension please read through 
any document file included.   note:  If you have loaded an Extension and it is not loading when 
you restart your Mac, verify that it is selected, using the Extension Manger CDEV.

APPLE MENU ITEMS  are accessed by pulling down the Apple Menu and selecting it.  System 
6 users will have to use Font/DA Mover to add the DA to there System file.
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           HyperCard Stacks

Using HyperCard stacks is as easy as double-clicking .  If you receive an error message similar to 
the following: 

 

you do not have the HyperCard Run-Time installed on your system. Run-Time is sometimes 
included with your System software.  Please look through your original Apple System diskettes to 
see if you have it.   If you are able to locate it then simply copy it to your hard disk.

If you need a copy of the HyperCard Run-Time, contact your local Apple dealer.
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         Shareware Utilities

We have included a group of indispensable shareware utility programs.   

       Chiron  
        by Robert Cummings
Tired of those mysterious "System Error ID" messages.  With the help of this 
self-running document you will understand System errors and how to rectify them.

       Disinfectant  
        by John Norstad
Protect your system from a virus attack with this indespensible scanning utility.

        Fontview
         by Simon Brown
Display the key map of any font with this Desk Accessory.

        PICTuresque
       by Two Bits Worth, Inc.
Zoom, copy, paste your favorite PICT, PNTG, or EPS files.

        Quill  
         by Sergio Villone
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With Quill y�ou can view documents which have been created in all major word 
processors.

        Software  FPU
         by John M.  Neil
Emulate a Floating Point Unit with this handy system Extension.

        Stuffit  Lite          
         by Alladin Systems, Inc
Compress and extract files or create self-extracting archives.

        System  Picker
         by Kevin Aitken
Maintain separate System Folders for multi-configured Macs.

       The TypeBook
        by Jim Lewis
This program aids in the creation and maintenance of a typeface reference book.
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             DESKTOP PUBLSHING

FONTS
Agency Gothic font
by Charles Shields
Ride the wave of nostalgia with this tall, outlined font re-created from a 1940’s type book. Both 
TrueType and Type 1 formats are included.
     
Big Blue font
by Adam Wunn
Horizontal bands of decreasing thickness cause a fading effect near the bottom of the this font. 
Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included. 

Morse Code Dingbat font
by Jonathan Macagba
Send a message with these Morse code symbols. Translate any character string instantly — just 
select “Morse Code Font” from your Font Menu. Includes all alphanumeric characters, from A to Z, 
from 0 to 9. Great for secret messages! Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included.

Muddy font
by B. Haber
This murky, sketchy font can best be used to muddy up your documents. Alleviate that stiff, formal 
feel of most business documents and return to your primal layout instincts. Both TrueType and 
Type 1 formats are included.

Nahkt font
by Michel Bujardet
The perfect Egyptian hieroglyphic character for your Middle
Eastern layouts! Egyptian writing rules of thumb are included in 
the text file. Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included. 

Postage Stamps font
by B. Haber
These lovely old-style stamps will add character and authenticity to your layouts. Over two dozen 
gorgeous styles! Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included.

LUMPEN font
by B. Erin Cole
Don’t use this font on your resume! Picture a normal, everyday serif font that has been suddenly 
stricken with a horribly deforming disease. Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included.

Rope Font
by Rick W. Mueller
This detailed rope font is great for menus and Western style layout. Both TrueType and Type 1 
formats are included.

TANGO! font
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by B. Haber
TANGO! is a decorative Art Nouveau drops caps font which has  
fancy block letters for the capitals and dancer dingbats for the   
lower case characters. Only Type 1 format is included. 

Tyler Slant font
by Adam Wunn
Tyler Slant is a font that is thick and thin at opposing angles. Upper and lower case are included 
along with a number of SHIFT-OPTION characters. Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are 
included. 

Violation font
by Kiwi Media
Based on the scrawly cursive of music photographer Anton Corbjin, Violation is a heavy script 
font. Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included.

Vintage Typewriter II font
by Susan Townsend
This font has the distinctive look of an early-to-mid 1900s typewriter. VT II includes a full (256) 
character set. Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included. 

WackyShadow font
by Adam Wunn
What a crazy font! This angular display font actually sports a 5 o’clock shadow. Both TrueType and 
Type 1 formats are included.

PROGRAMS
Bump Filter v1.0 for Photoshop
by Mike Red and Brice Tebbs
Add a 3-D look to your images with this fantastic filter. It uses a technique called bump mapping to 
create realistic textures. Its effect is similar to Adobe Photoshop’s Emboss filter, but is much more 
flexible. You control the parameters by adjusting lighting, scale, highlights and shadows. So real 
you can feel it! 

Comic Book Pens for Fractal Painter
by Jacob Metcalf
Shazam! Create comic books on your computer! It’s easy! This Painter v2.0 extension is loaded 
with pens: Big Sable Hair Brush, Manga Pen, Image Comics Pen and an Anime Line Pen. Akira, 
watch your back! 

DAETA vol. 1 issue 6
by Sommerhouse Consulting
You’ve heard about Adobe Illustrator v5.5, but do you know about some of it’s great new 
features? Read this superb review! You’ll also find a discussion of desktop publishing with Power 
Macs vs Quadras. Also, some great advice on controlling your fonts — suggestions on everything 
from using ATM to standard drag-and-drop font installation for System 7. 
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Droprint v1.0
by John Paul Du Bois
Need to print a stack of QuarkXPress documents? Save time with Droprint! Just drop your 
documents on it — that’s all it takes! What a great time saver for tedious printing jobs. 
Requires System 7.1, Applescript v1.1, OSA menu v1.0.1 and QuarkXPress v3.3.

DT&G vol. 2 number 8
by Showker Graphic Arts & Design
Learn how to soup up your business card layouts — discover how to improve your QuarkXPress 
TIFF techniques — find out what happened at MultiCom ’94. All in this latest issue from the folks at 
Showker! 

epsConverter v1.0
by Artemis Software
Do you own Illustrator or applications that read Illustrator v3.2 files? You’re in for a treat! Now you 
can read any form of EPS file and convert it into an Adobe Illustrator v3.2 compatible EPS file. 
This means you can edit it with Illustrator, or import it into any application which reads Illustrator v3.2 
files. You’ll wonder how you got along without it! 

Jot v1.5.1
by Scott J. Kleper
Fast and small, this text editor smokes! It has several innovative features — how about 80-column 
mode and auto-quoting? Ideal for “jotting” down notes or viewing graphics and text files. 

Mirage Displacement Maps for Photoshop
by Romancrow Graphicsware
Distort your images these deforming maps! Apply incredible maps like honeycomb, warp, 
embossed blobs, hazy fog, leather, sediment, canvas, Escher and gravel. Complete instructions 
are included. 

Photoshop Tutorial #9
by Kai Krause
Create dazzling, surreal polar mosaic effects with the help of this excellent Word document from 
the premier Photoshop guru, Kai Krause. Microsoft Word v4.0 is recommended for best viewing.

Photoshop Tutorial #10
by Kai Krause
Eliminate moiré patterns from your scans with this installment of the acclaimed Photoshop Tutorial 
series. Microsoft Word v4.0 is recommended.

Print Screen v1.2.1
by Jeff Behen
Printing your screen has never been this easy! Using this extension, just hit the F13 function key to 
print the whole screen and F12 to print a portion of the screen.

Rank Filters
by John C. & J. Christian Russ
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Improve Photoshop? You bet! Just add these three great plug-ins. Use the contour filter to 
convert grey-scale images to iso-brightness contour lines. The 3 x 3 and 5 x 5 rank filters sort the 
pixels in monochrome images with a Shell sorting algorithm. Eliminate specific pixels from any 3 x 
3 or 5 x 5 group according to your selected algorithm. 

CLIP ART
CrickArt “Beach” EPS Clip Art
by Cricket Graphics
Fun-in-the-sun is what the beach is all about. These clip art images will take you back to summer 
daze, even in the dead of winter. The beach ball, sand dollar, ice chest, beach chair and some cool 
“shades” are so realistic you can almost hear the surf.

CrickArt - Office EPS Clip Art
by Brian Swanson 
You’ll chuckle over these cute caricatures. All these office items have personality — a coffee pot 
and mug, a desk, a fax machine, a pencil and a water cooler. 

EPS Clip Art
An excellent dragonfly, a conglomeration of bells and a dove all add a touch of elegance to your 
layouts.

PICT Clip Art
Yosemite’s awe-inspiring El Capitan. The splendor of autumn leaves. The glory of the Grand 
Canyon.  Montana’s big sky. A mesmerizing waterfall. What do all the images have in common? 
They’re all yours, a part of this fantastic PICT collection!

PICT Clip Art
A picture is worth a thousand words. Enjoy the poetic serenity of a glowing night sky, a cloudy 
sky-scape and a field of wheat. We’ve also included some touching family images, ranging from a 
mother cradling her newborn baby to a child’s face refracted through a goldfish bowl. 
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           GAMES

Blox v1.0
by Danny Espnoza
Hypnotic sounds and graphics accompany this compelling game of falling pieces. Complete and 
eliminate horizontal rows by moving, rotating and dropping the constantly descending pieces. 
GAME

Connection v1.0.4
by Benjamin Bakken
Can you form a line before your adversary does? Try to form a line of at least four pieces of your 
color by dropping your checker onto the game grid. Your computer opponent is trying to do the 
same thing and trying to preventing you from winning. 

Etoile v2.0
by Michiko Osakabe
Like the ancient strategy game of Chinese Checkers, Etoile will captivate you. Move your pieces 
from one point of a six-pointed star to another by single moves or jumps. Find out why this game 
is so enduring! Play against the computer or a human opponent. Great color!

Firecracker Alley v1.1+
by Jonathan Gregory
Strategists will get a real bang out of this mine-sweep game. Select a square at random. If it’s a 
firecracker, you blow up! If you don’t blow up you’ll either get a blank space or a number. The 
number indicates how many firecrackers are proximal to your selected square. Mind-bending! 
Root out all the bombs and win the game!

Galactic Trader v1.13
by Cary Torkelson
Attention all space capitalists! Can you turn a scout ship and a small sum of money into 1 billion 
credits? You have 2000 years to try. The game begins in Galactica, the trading and governmental 
center of the Empire. Find out just how good you are!

Lose Your Marbles! 1.0
by Mark Pilgrim
This infuriating board game is played with—you guessed it—marbles. You must fill the board with 
marbles so that no row, column or diagonal has two of the same type of marble. You’ve got 10 
different types of marbles, but you’ll have the most fun if you use as few types as possible.

MacDuckRace
Alex Grieser
Duck! This is a race to the finish! Pick your duck and the race begins! 

MacPro Baseball v1.2 
by Kevin DeVizia
Play ball! Now you can experience all of the excitement and thrills of pro baseball. You control 
team selection, player lineup, pitcher selection, pinch hitting, calling on the bullpen, bunting, 
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stealing, and giving intentional walks. Just like the coaches, managers and owners! 

Maniac v2.0
by Alex Metcalf
Traverse mazes, avoid ghosts, chomp dots and power up with pellets in this excellent arcade 
adaptation. Maniac even has something different — You must collect tokens which give you a 
chance of solving a hangman-like puzzle. Excellent music, and fast-and-furious game play! You’ll 
love this one! Drop any MOD file onto the “Maniac Music” folder and it will play at random times 
during the game! Power up! 
Requires a 68020 Mac or better, System 7.x, a 640x480 Color Screen (or larger) and 2700K of 
free memory.

Mind v2.0
by Z° Software
Befuddle your brain and challenge your gray matter with this group of mind games. Euler’s 
Problem, Towers of Hanoi, Blocks, Frog-hop and Base 3 will make you sweat bullets!

Paratrooper! v1.0
by Spencer Seidel
Paratroopers fall from the sky and you can’t let them land! You must blow them out of the sky 
before they reach the ground. If four enemies reach their positions safely you are totally without 
hope! 

Solitaire Till Dawn v2.0
by Semicolon Software
What a spectacular collection of solitaire games! Two dozen mind boggling versions right at your 
fingertips! Everything from Accordion to Canfield, Fortress to Spider — even a classic version of 
Klondike! 

SuperConcentration v1.0
by Thomas Patterson
Test your powers of concentration. This self-running SuperCard game offers hours of 
entertainment. Match two similar tiles and they’ll be removed. What makes this version special! 
Appealing graphics and quick, responsive play!

Tank Wars v2.0
by Ken Stiles
Maneuver your tank through a dangerous grid patrolled by computerized opponents, littered with 
land mines and teeming with cash prizes. Plunder appears quickly and randomly. Race your 
opponents to the sites. Realistic sounds urge you forward. GAME

TechnoManiac v1.01
by Joe Fleck
TechoManiac will blow you away! Serious gamers will thrill to the impressive vector graphics.  
There's a game arena, parition wall, your tank and the enemy's tank.  You must literally blow the 
ground out from under your opponent!  There's fantastic sound and numerous configuration 
options.  It's a blast!
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The Races v1.0
by Tony Clemens
Imagine running a horse race in your own home! Select your horse, place your bet, and let the 
races begin! Speed up your nag by purchasing sugar cubes. Want to slow down your opponent 
horse? Purchase some bad hay. Features large animated horses, fun digitized sounds, and—just 
in case you run short of funds—a bank for loans.

UltraDice v1.1.1
by Jacob Weber and Josh Meyer
Feeling lucky? Try your hand at this exciting dice game. Throw five dice and pick out the best 
combination. The “hands” are similar to Poker, but you can actually get five-of-a-kind in this 
extraordinary game. Roll them bones!

Vs. Basketball v1.1
by Matt Washchuk
Go for jams, jump shots and three pointers while your Mac keeps score. This text-only version of 
basketball will keep you jumping! 
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           GENERAL INTEREST

AnimHelp v1.3.1
by Brian Greenstone
Create your own sprite-based animations — just like the ones in the major game machines! That’s 
right! Just draw a frame in your favorite paint program, copy it to the clipboard, and paste it into the 
AnimHelp window. You’ve got yourself an animation! 

BassTuner v2.0
by Rustle Laidman
Tune your base with BassTuner. Have you ever wondered why Bass-tuning software has been 
impossible to find? It’s because pitch recognition of bass strings in real time is extremely difficult. 
The frequency is so low that pitch determinations must be attempted before more than one or two 
wave form cycles have elapsed. BassTuner uses your Mac microphone to inform you which 
direction you need to tune a plucked string. Rock on! 

CK v2.2
by Fernando Salazar
At last! Checkbook relief! Find out what the “bottom line” really is. You don’t have to mess around 
with pre-made categories and budgets. Just plug in your figures and CK does the rest! 

Darkside of the Mac Modules
by Various Authors
Now you can have Flying Spam Cans, ‘Mazing Shapes, Tiggr’s Clock and other outrageous 
screen blankers cavorting on your idle screen. 
NOTE: After Dark or Darkside of the Mac is required. 

DeskMates v1.3.2
by David Darby 
You’ll wonder how you “managed” without this personal information management utility! You need 
time-keeping? It has an analog clock, alarm clock, stop watch and a calendar. You need information 
management? How about an address book, scheduler, a date pad and a note pad. Fantastic 
on-line help! This battery of utilities is at your command. You’ll never be at a loss for personal 
information again! Compatible with both AV Mac and PowerPC. 

Folder Fonterizer v1.4.1
by Larry G.
Take charge of your fonts! Change the default font, font size and tab settings for one file or a whole 
folder full of files! Just drag-and-drop them onto this handy application. Change the creator and 
numerous other file and application attributes. 

Glidel v2.4.3
by Gilles Berkovitch
Add System 7’s drag-and-drop capability to menus! This handy extension lets you drag icons 
onto file menu options or onto any currently running application in the finder menu. It’s all just a click 
away! 
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GURU v1.0.1
by Craig Marciniak
Here’s your all-in-one upgrade guide for the Mac. This incredibly complete database informs you 
how much RAM your computer shipped with, how expandable it is, which combinations of RAM 
upgrades are permissible, and the model numbers of the chips needed to upgrades! As a bonus, 
it also includes info on printer RAM upgrades! 

MacCurveFit v1.0
by Kevin Raner
Now you can fit user-defined functions to a set of data points. Scientists and science students will 
rejoice. Most of the commercial programs can’t do what MacCurveFit does! You can specify your 
own fitting equations into virtually any equation you choose! Manipulate coefficients or constrain 
them to chosen values — directly! Your data fitting worries are over!

MacHistory 8/94
by Harry Phillipo
Shopping for a new Macintosh computer? Do you know which Mac models sport math 
co-processors? Do you know which models are still available? This latest version of MacHistory 
provides the answer to these questions and more. Both color and laser printer ready PICT formats 
are provided. FILE

MacSurvey v2.1a
by CompStat Software
Write and analyze your own opinion surveys! Ideal for surveys with less than 150 closed-end 
questions. Input and analysis is quick and easy! Up to 10 response choices per question! Any 
question can be used as a basis for survey data analysis. How many questionnaires can it 
analyze? Its only limit is available disk space. A remarkable tool!

Orion v1.82
by Robert P. Munafo
View planet earth and the splendor of our neighboring planets with this small, complete solar 
system simulator. Many of the parameters are adjustable. 

Power!
The pen is mightier than the sword (or, in this case, the computer). Use this incredible collection of 
Microsoft Word format documents and mail-merge-able databases solicit to make you opinion 
known to most major U.S. government, television, newspaper and radio addresses. For instance, 
do a blanket mailing to the House of Representatives, or send a form letter to all the major national 
TV stations. Your letter is your voice! Contains letter and envelope templates. Become a squeaky 
wheel!
NOTE: Microsoft Word v3.0 or later is recommended. 

QT Action v1.0
by John V. Holder
System events, like beeps, disk ejects and bad disks, are boring. Liven them up with these 
QuickTime animations. Simply drag the QTAction control panel icon onto your System Folder icon. 
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ShrinkWrap v1.0
by Chad Magendanz
Making disk copies has never been easier! Simply drag the disk to be copied onto the 
ShrinkWrap icon and voila! A disk image is also automatically created. You can even compress 
images automatically with the embedded Stuffit compression engine. 

Snitch v1.0
by Mitch Jones
Get more information from your “Get Info” window! It displays type, creator and protection bits. 
The “Change All” button even resets all of a folder’s file attributes on command. 

SoundEffects v0.9
by Alberto Ricci
This powerful sound editor will knock your socks off! Now you can apply fantastic digital effects to 
recorded sounds. These great effects are plug-in modules — you can add new modules as they 
become available. That’s not all — it also handles multi-channel sounds sampled at any rate up to 
64kHz and any sample size between 1 and 32 bits. You won’t believe your ears! 

Your Fat %
by Swami Gurupremananda
Do you know your percent body fat? No? You can find out in one of two ways. First, get dunked 
in a tank. Second, use this handy little HyperCard stack. Results are accurate to within 1%. You 
choose! 
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         KIDS

Biochem Notes
Studying is a “snap” with these fantastic study aids! Whether you’re a student of nursing, chemistry 
or biology these biochemistry summaries give you concise and accurate information. Three great 
documents cover enzyme, amino acid and proteins chemistry. 
Note: Claris Works v2.0 or later is required.

Colors & Objects v1.0
by Daniel Chen
Colorful letters, numbers and geometric shapes abound! Kid’s just click anywhere on this 
application’s custom screen and the shapes appear. Keeps young children fascinated for hours. 
Parents can join in the fun, helping to identify the objects. Simple and educational, it’s a great 
program for the younger set! 

Dinosaur Rock Math v1.0 
by Mark Starlin
We love games like these. High quality with solid layouts, solid graphics and solid play! These 
three unique math and counting/memory games are sure to keep your kids coming back for more! 
Our favorite is Order! This concentration-type game is compelling, no matter how old you are. A 
memory/counting game, you must uncover the tiles in order. If you get one out of sequence — 
you must start again! Complete the equation by clicking on the appropriate number in Math 
Squares. In The Eliminator, you must create your own equations. Combine education with great 
game quality — you can’t go wrong! 

Eagle GradeBook v2.0
by Rex Evans
Gradeßook is written for school teachers to track a class of students. The basic functions of the 
program are to record attendence, record assignments and grades, compute student grades, and 
produce reports. A spreadsheet is used as the primary method of entering and maintaining data.

Melodic Ear Trainer v1.0
by David Bagno
Incredible! A powerful music sight-reading and ear-training course, right on your Macintosh! Learn to 
play and recognize melodic patterns on sight. Melodic Ear Trainer plays a random pattern of notes 
on the grand staff — you select the range. Toggle between diatonic and chromatic scales. You can 
adjust each melody’s length and tempo to match your skill level. 

Orbit v1.0
by Matthew Doucleff
Fascinating orbit simulation. You enter the data about three “planets” and the program runs the 
simulation. Alternately, have the computer trace their paths. 
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             Six Quicktime™ animations. Use movieplay  (or Dick & Jane's reader)                                          
             to view the Quicktime™ Movies.  
Note: The Quicktime™ Extension is required and is not provided. 
                              
 
            Fifteen MOD music files.  Double-click the play list to hear them
.

                                   
           Fifty sound effects. Double-click the icon to hear the file with system 7. 
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Each Software of the Month Club® CD-ROM will NOW include a selection of program 
cateogies from our popular SRI list.  In addition to the normal selection of software from our 
Games, General Interest, Kids and DTP clubs you will now recieve programs from the SRI.  What 
this means is that you can be assured that when you use a program from the SRI you know that it 
is the highest quality.  Why?  Because the SRI is a list of our most popular software.  Below is a 
list of topics and descriptions in  this months issue.

GENERAL INTEREST

Science And Engineering

Area Properties 
Calculate the centroid, moment of inertia, and other properties of a drawn shape.

ChemAssist
Obtain information on all elements in the periodic table.

Concurrent GraphPlot II
This two-dimensional graphing program features an elegant interface.

Conversion DA
Use this DA to convert commonly used units like length, volume, and time.	

Open Channel Flow
Civil, chemical, and mechanical engineers will appreciate this program which calculates velocity and 
volumetric flow rate in a channel of specified geometry and size.

Prime Factor
Calculate prime numbers with this simple application.

Scientific Calculator
Perform most commonly used mathematical operations on this complete implementation of a 
scientific calculator.

SpaceCurve
Generate three dimensional surface plots with hidden line removal.

Tide Calendar
Generate and plot tide patterns for a given date.

XLogic Circuits
Build and test simple electronic circuits with this application.

Text Edit/Processing

BB Edit
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Word Processor/Editor.

ConteXt
Fast compact word processor. 

DocMaker
Generate self-running doc files and include graphics, sounds, and even QuickTime animations!	

Mini Writer
Word processor accessible as a Desk Accessory. 

Torquemada
Batch search and replace utility that operates on text files. 

Versionary
Provides automatic audit trail and saves files, automatically.

Utilities

Basic Black
This simple screen blanker is ideal for systems with little RAM.

Colorize
Change colors of finder items like menus, windows, and so forth.

Dark Side of the Mac
This excellent screen blanker contains many blanking modules and is compatible with After Dark 
modules.

Dark Side of the Mac/After Dark Modules
Add functionality to your favorite screen blanker with these modules.

Desktop Textures
Change the background pattern on your desktop.  Numerous patterns are included.

File Buddy
Clean up your system volumes and delete files which cannot be removed any other way.

File List
Catalog your disks/folders quickly and easily. 

QuickFormat
Allows formatting features not available in the “Erase Disk” command.

Power Launch
Launch applications from this handy utility.	
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Powerstrip
Display vital system statistics such as time, free RAM and disk space, and Appletalk status.

RAM Disk
Creates an instant RAM disk on your Desktop. 

Sound Mover 
Change the Macintosh system beep.	

SoundBuilder
Converts sound files to and from the Macintosh.

GAMES

Role-Playing

Darkwood
Defeat the Red Dragon to become a City Guard.

Fantasy Shy
Medeival characters adorn the tiles of this Mah Jongg-like game.

Golf Solitaire
Attempt to clear the table of cards in this difficult but fun version of Golf for the Macintosh.

Moria
Create characters and guide them through this role-playing game.

Odyssey
Guide your character through the role-playing world of Odyssey and conquer your enemies.

Shadow Keep
Excellent role-playing game.

Space Junkie
Maneuver your ship through space and blast your enemies in this vertical scrolling shoot-em-up.

TADS
The Text Adventure Development System.  Create your own text adventures.

Text

Lost Weekend
It puts you, the hapless employee, at quitting time on Friday. Try to survive the weekend.
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Mystery of the Moors v1.0
A graphic text adventure.

Save Princeton
Try to save Princeton University from disaster.	

Slam Dunk
Interaction is at a coaching level, where you decide who to substitute at crucial situations, or how to 
match up with Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, or Akeem Olajuwon. Just put the players on the 
floor and watch them play. 

Strange Hotel
Escape from the Strange Hotel!
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Bonus Section

.DXF Objects

Included this month is a collection of .DXF files which are three-dimensional objects for use in 
virtually all major commercial rendering packages.  Beef up your 3D library with trees, military 
aircraft, an excellent human heart, and Beethoven's bust!  To use these objects simply load up 
your favorite rendering package and select the .DXF object importer.  Once the object is loaded it 
can be modified and/or saved in your program's native object format.
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